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 “The Total Amount of Light allowed to fall on 
a camera’s sensor in order to take a good shot”



 Slightly Different Definition

 The total amount of light allowed to fall on a 
camera’s sensor as determined by a metering 

system and the skill and judgement 
of the photographer required to produce 

a great photograph.
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 Shows a full range of tones

 From Deep Shadows to Bright Highlights

 You should see detail in dark shadow areas

 You should see detail in the bright highlight 
areas



 Imagine your camera is  like a window with 
shutters that open and close

 Aperture is the size of the window

 If it’s bigger more light gets into the room

 Shutter speed is the amount of time the 
shutters of the window stay open

 Imagine you are wearing Sunglasses. Your eyes 
get desensitised to light (like Low ISO)



 There are a number of ways of increasing the 
light in the room

 You could

 Increase the time that the shutters are open (decrease 
shutter speed)

 Increase the size of the windows (increase aperture)

 Take off your sunglasses (make the ISO larger)





 Larger F Numbers = Smaller Openings

 Smaller Openings = Less Light in

 Smaller Openings = Greater depth of Field

 Too small an opening = Reduced resolution 
because of diffraction

 Too small an opening = High ISO and Slow 
Shutter speed may be required







Time Value



 Faster Shutter Speeds = Less Light in

 Slower Shutter Speeds = More Light in

 Faster Shutter Speed= Freezing Action

 Slower Shutter Speed = Smooth water

 Too fast shutter speed = High ISO and Wide 
Aperture (Small F number) may be required

 Too slow a shutter speed = Danger of Camera 
Shake









 Higher ISO settings are generally used in 
darker situation to get faster shutter speeds

 Higher the ISO  The noisier the shot









 Aperture F11

 Shutter Speed 1/250

 ISO 100

 Fix ISO 100 and Change Aperture to F22 

 What shutter speed should I have to have the 
same exposure?













 When you are metering the camera assumes 
what you are metering is 18% Grey

 Metering sensors are colour blind

 If you are careful and meter something that’s 
18% grey then your photograph will be 
perfectly exposed.







 Be careful don’t block it



 Canon                                       Nikon















 There is no perfect histogram

 Some scenes have more brighter tones than 
others

 For the best tonal range it should be vaguely 
bell shaped



























 The total amount of light allowed to fall on a 
camera’s sensor as determined by a metering 

system and the skill and judgement 
of the photographer required to produce 

a great photograph.




